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Author’s Preface
When the Pathfinder rolePlaying game was first conceived, one 
of the designers’ primary concerns was making sure that the 
new game was backwards compatible with its previous edition. 
At the time, the future of the OGL and the game it supported 
was unclear, and the designers of the Pathfinder rolePlaying game 
met that risk head-on by ensuring that all of the content that 
gamers had amassed over the years would be fully usable with 
the new system. This was seen as a strength of the system, an 
enticement for veteran players to stay with what worked while 
making minor tweaks and fixes to an already old game system. 
The Pathfinder rolePlaying game designers pruned the tree rather 
than chop it down, so to speak. Five years later, the Pathfinder 
rolePlaying game has truly stepped out of its progenitor’s shadow. 
And with that comes the realization that sometimes backwards 
compatibility ought to be sacrificed in favor of a more fun, 
more comprehensive system of play. This is the credence upon 
which Pathfinder rolePlaying game: Pathfinder Unchained was 
created, and it comes a remarkably good job in this respect, 
especially in cleaning up and polishing the barbarian, monk, 
rogue, and summoner classes. 

That said, the changes made to one class, the monk, were so 
comprehensive that many of the core monk’s class features no 
longer work with the new class. At Everyman Gaming, LLC, 
we felt that in the long run, more options are more fun than 
less option, so we sought to make the unchained monk even 
more fun by updating many of the game’s monk archetypes to 
be compatible with the unchained monk. May our work bring 
much enjoyment to your table!

— Alexander Augunas

Table of Contents
The following section is presented in everyman Unchained: monk 
archetyPes.

Unchained Monk Archetypes (Pg. 4): everyman 
Unchained: monk archetyPes takes all of the archetypes for the 
Pathfinder rolePlaying game core rUlebook monk class and updates 
them to make them compatible with the revised monk class from 
Pathfinder rolePlaying game: Pathfinder Unchained. The Cracking 
the Code sidebar notes the design philosophies governing how 
each archetype was updated to maintain a similar power level 
and progression to the core monk archetype while certain 
other sidebars throughout everyman Unchained: monk archetyPes 
note considerations made in updating specific archetypes for 
compatibility with the unchained monk.

Citations
The following citations are used in everyman Unchained: monk 
archetyPes.

ACG Pathfinder rolePlaying game: advanced class guide
APG Pathfinder rolePlaying game: advanced Player’s gUide
arg Pathfinder rolePlaying game: advanced race gUide
Uc Pathfinder rolePlaying game: Ultimate combat
Um Pathfinder rolePlaying game: Ultimate magic

Cracking the Code
Pathfinder rolePlaying game: Pathfinder Unchained specifically calls 
out that the unchained monk class isn’t compatible with any 
of the monk archetypes presented in the Pathfinder rolePlaying 
game core rules. The reason that the unchained monk isn’t 
compatible with most of Pathfinder’s monk options is simple: 
the unchained monk doesn’t receive most of the class features 
that the core monk possesses by default. Many of the later-level 
class features have been condensed into a new monk option, 
called ki powers, that aren’t available at exactly the same 
levels. Additionally, archetypes without flurry of blows find 
themselves unable to use the new style strikes class feature.

everyman Unchained: monk archetyPes uses this knowledge to 
update all of the monk archetypes from the following Pathfinder 
rolePlaying game products: advanced Player’s gUide, advanced race 
gUide, Ultimate combat, and Ultimate magic. These archetypes are 
presented with mostly the same wording as they possessed for 
the core monk, with the exception of the martial artist and zen 
archer archetypes. In order to keep the balance and availability 
of these archetypes as close as possible to what was achievable 
with the core monk, the following general rules are used to 
determine which ki power is exchanged for a given archetype’s 
features.

Archetype features that alter or replace slow fall replace 
the unchained monk’s 4th-level ki power.

Archetype features that alter or replace high jump replace 
the unchained monk’s 6th-level ki power instead.

Archetype features that alter or replace wholeness of 
body replace the unchained monk’s 8th-level ki power instead.

Archetype features that alter or replace  abundant step 
or diamond body replace the unchained monk’s 12th-level 
ki power instead. Currently, this overlap doesn’t affect any 
published core monk archetypes.

Archetype features that alter or replace diamond soul 
replace the unchained monk’s 14th-level ki power instead.

Archetype features that alter or replace quivering palm 
replace the unchained monk’s 16th-level ki power instead.

Archetype features that alter or replace empty body 
replace the unchained monk’s 18th-level ki power instead. 
As a result, unchained monk archetypes earn such archetype 
features one level earlier than they would have if the character 
had levels   in core monk.

Archetype features that alter or replace any other monk class 
feature continue to do so. The unchained monk gains some class 
features earlier than the core monk, namely ki pool and tongue 
of the sun and moon. Archetypes that alter or replace such class 
features have had the level that they grant such features adjusted 
to match the new level of that class feature. For instance, 
archetype features that replace tongue of the sun and moon 
are now earned at 13th level instead of 17th level, reflecting 
the earlier level that the unchained monk gains tongue of the 
sun and moon.
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Drunken Master (Monk)
Most monks lead lives of moderation and quiet contemplation. 
But the drunken master finds perfection through excess. 
Powered by strong wine, he uses his intoxication to reach a state 
where his ki is more potent, if somewhat fleeting. A drunken 
master has the following class features.

Drunken Ki (Su): At 4th level, a drunken master can drink 
a tankard of ale or strong alcohol and gain one temporary ki 
point. The act of drinking is a standard action that does not 
provoke attacks of opportunity. The monk can have a maximum 
number of drunken ki points equal to 1 plus one additional 
point for every two levels thereafter (5th, 7th, and so on). The 
monk can gain this temporary ki even before he gains a ki pool 
at 4th level. These drunken ki points last for 1 hour or until 
spent, whichever is shorter. As long as he has at least 1 drunken 
ki point, the monk can spend 1 ki point as a swift action to 
move 5 feet without provoking attacks of opportunity. This 
ability replaces still mind.

Drunken Strength (Su): At 5th level, a drunken master 
can spend 1 point of ki as a swift action to inflict 1d6 extra 
points of damage on a single successful melee attack. The monk 
can choose to apply the damage after the attack roll is made. At 
10th level, the monk may spend 2 drunken ki points to increase 

the extra damage to 2d6. At 15th level, the monk may spend 3 
drunken ki points to increase the extra damage to 3d6. At 20th 
level, the monk may spend 4 drunken ki points to increase the 
extra damage to 4d6. The monk must have at least 1 drunken 
ki point to use this ability. This ability replaces purity of body.

Drunken Courage (Su): At 12th level, a drunken master 
is immune to fear as long as he has at least 1 point of drunken 
ki. This ability replaces the monk’s 12th-level ki power.

Drunken Resilience (Ex): At 13th level, a drunken 
master gains DR 1/– as long as he has at least 1 point of 
drunken ki. At 16th level, the DR increases to 2/–. At 19th 
level, it increases to 3/–. This ability replaces the monk’s 14th-
level ki power.

Firewater Breath (Su): At 18th level, a drunken master 
can take a drink and expel a gout of alcohol-fueled fire in a 
30-foot cone. Creatures within the cone take 20d6 points 
of fire damage. A successful Reflex saving throw (DC 10 + 
1/2 the monk’s level + the monk’s Wis modifier) halves the 
damage. Using this ability is a standard action that consumes 4 
ki points from the monk’s ki pool. The monk must have at least 
1 drunken ki point to use this ability. This ability replaces the 
monk’s 18th-level ki power.

Unchained Monk Archetypes
Archetypes modify a base class (in this case, the swashbuckler) by replacing its class features. When a player selects the swashbuckler 
class, she can choose to use the standard class features in the class’s original description or she could choose to adopt an archetype. 
Each alternate class feature presented in an archetype replaces or alters a specific class feature from its base class. For example, the 
kata master archetype replaces the stunning fist and still mind class features as well as the unchained monk’s 8th-level and 16th-
level ki powers and alters the unchained monk’s ki pool class feature.

When an archetype includes multiple class features, a character must take all of them. All other class features of the base class 
that aren’t mentioned by the archetype remain unchanged and are acquired normally at the appropriate level. A character with an 
archetype doesn’t count as having the class feature that was replaced for purposes of meeting any requirements or prerequisites. 
On the other hand, any alternate class features listed as altering an existing class feature otherwise works as the original class 
feature, and is considered to be that class feature for the purposes of meeting any requirements or prerequisites, even if that feature 
is renamed to fit a different theme. For example, the kata master archetype’s ki pool still counts as the ki pool class feature for any 
prerequisites that require that ability.

A character can take more than one archetype and garner additional alternate class features, but none of the alternate class 
features can replace or alter the same class feature from the base class as the other alternate feature. For example, a monk could 
not be both a martial artist and a kata master, because both archetypes alter or replace the unchained monk’s ki pool, still mind, 
and 8th-level and 12th-level ki powers.

If an archetype replaces a class feature that’s part of a series of improvements or additions to the base ability (such as a rogue’s 
sneak attack or a fighter’s weapon training), the next time the character would gain that ability, it counts as the lower-level ability 
that was replaced by the archetype. In effect, all abilities in that series are delayed until the next time the class improves that ability. 
For example, if an archetype replaces a swashbuckler’s fourth use per day of her charmed life ability at 6th level, her number 
of charmed life uses per day doesn’t jump from 3 to 5 at 10th level—it improves to four per day just as if she finally gained the 
increase from 6th level. This adjustment continues for every level in which her charmed life ability gains additional uses, until at 
18th level she has six uses of charmed life per day instead of the seven uses per day of a standard swashbuckler.

If an archetype replaces a class feature that has a series of improvements, but it does not list one individual improvement, that 
class feature replaces the entire class feature and all of its improvements. For example, if a class feature says it replaces ki power 
without mentioning a specific instance of ki power, it replaces all of the unchained monk’s ki powers.
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Flowing Monk (Monk)
The flowing monk is the wind and the river. He knows how the 
world flows, and forces his enemies to flow with it. Even the 
most powerful stone breaks under the graceful and persistent 
pressure of wind and water.

Bonus Feats: At 1st level, 2nd level, and every 4 levels 
thereafter, a flowing monk can select a bonus feat. These feats 
must be taken from the following list: Agile Maneuvers, Combat 
Reflexes, Deflect Arrows, Dodge, Improved RepositionAPG, 
Improved Trip, Nimble Moves, and Weapon Finesse. At 6th 
level, the following feats are added to the list: Acrobatic 
Steps, BodyguardAPG, Improved Disarm, Improved Feint, Ki 
ThrowAPG, Mobility, Second ChanceAPG, and SidestepAPG. At 
10th level, the following feats are added to the list: In Harm’s 
WayAPG, Repositioning StrikeAPG, Snatch Arrows, Spring Attack, 
and Tripping StrikeAPG. A monk need not have any of the 
prerequisites normally required for these feats to select them. 
This replaces the standard monk’s list of bonus feats.

Redirection (Ex): At 1st level, as an immediate action, a 
flowing monk can attempt a reposition or trip combat maneuver 
against a creature that the flowing monk threatens and that 
attacks him. If the combat maneuver is successful, the attacker 
is sickened for 1 round (Reflex DC = 10 + 1/2 the monk’s 
level + monk’s Wisdom modifier to halve the duration), plus 1 
additional round at 4th level and for every four levels afterward 
(to a maximum of 6 rounds at 20th level). The monk gains a +2 
bonus on the reposition or trip combat maneuver check and the 
save DC for redirection increases by 2 if the attacker is using 
Power Attack or is charging when attacking him. The benefit 
increases to a +4 bonus and an increase of the saving throw by 
4 if both apply.

At 4th level, a flowing monk can use redirection against an 
opponent that the flowing monk threatens and that attacks 
an ally with a melee attack. At 8th level, a flowing monk can 
make both a reposition and a trip maneuver as part of a single 
immediate action with this ability. At 12th level, a flowing 
monk can use redirection against any opponent that attacks 
him in melee, even if the flowing monk is not threatening the 
opponent who attacks him. A flowing monk can use this ability 
once per day per monk level, but no more than once per round. 
This ability replaces stunning fist.

Unbalancing Counter (Ex): At 2nd level, a flowing 
monk’s attacks of opportunity render a struck creature flat-
footed until the end of the flowing monk’s next turn (Reflex 
DC 10 + 1/2 the monk’s level + Wisdom modifier negates). 
This ability replaces the bonus feat gained at 2nd level.

Flowing Dodge (Ex): At 3rd level, a flowing monk gains a 
+1 dodge bonus to AC for each enemy adjacent to him, up to a 
maximum bonus equal to his Wisdom modifier (minimum 1). 
This ability replaces fast movement.

Elusive Target (Ex): At 5th level, as an immediate action, a 
flowing monk may spend 2 points from his ki pool to attempt a 
Reflex save opposed by an attacker’s attack roll to halve damage 
from that attack. At 12th level and above, the flowing monk 

suffers no damage on a successful save, or half damage on a 
failed save. If the attacker is flanking the monk, the flanking 
opponent who is not attacking becomes the target of the attack. 
Use the same attack roll, and if the attack hits the new target, 
that creatures takes half damage (or full damage if the attack 
is completely avoided). Any associated effects from the attack 
(such as bleed, poison, or spell effects) apply fully even if the 
attack deals only half damage. This ability replaces purity of 
body and the monk’s 12th-level ki power.

Volley Spell (Su): At 16th level, when a targeted spell 
or spell-like ability fails to overcome a flowing monk’s spell 
resistance, he may reflect the effect onto its caster as spell 
turning by spending a number of points from his ki pool equal 
to 1/2 the spell’s level (minimum 1). This ability replaces the 
monk’s 16th-level ki power.

Gray Disciple (Monk; Duergar)
The gray disciple contemplates the inner voice of duergar 
magic and the silent eternity of stone, mastering these dual 
mysteries and combining them to deadly effect. This archetype 
is intended for duergar characters—members of all other races 
must consult with their GM to determine if this archetype is 
available for their character.

Fade from Sight (Sp): At 4th level, as a swift action, the 
gray disciple can become invisible (as the invisibility spell) for 
1 round by spending 1 ki point. To use this ability, the gray 
disciple must already have invisibility as a spell-like ability. This 
ability replaces still mind and the monk’s 4th-level ki power.

Gray Heart (Sp): At 6th level, as a swift action, the gray 
disciple can enlarge himself (as the enlarge person spell) for 
1 minute by spending 1 ki point. To use this ability, the gray 
disciple must already have enlarge person available as a spell-like 
ability. This ability replaces the monk’s 6th-level ki power and 
the bonus feat gained at 6th level.

Born in Darkness (Sp): At 8th level, as a standard action, 
the gray disciple can radiate darkness (as the spell, except 
originating from the disciple’s person) for 1 round per level by 
spending 1 ki point. This ability replaces the monk’s 8th-level 
ki power.

Earth Glide (Su): At 12th level, as a swift action, the gray 
disciple can spend a ki point to walk through solid stone for 
1 round. This functions as the earth glide universal monster 
ability. The gray disciple may continue earth gliding as long as 
he spends 1 ki point every round as a swift action. If he ceases 
earth gliding within a solid object, he is violently ejected and 
takes 5d6 points of damage. The gray disciple is not harmed 
by damage caused to material he is earth gliding through, 
but a stone to flesh spell cast upon it causes violent ejection as 
described above. This ability replaces the monk’s 12th-level ki 
power.

Entomb (Su): At 16th level, a gray disciple can phase a foe 
into solid rock, killing it instantly. To use this ability, he expends 
1 ki point as part of a bull rush or reposition combat maneuver 
against a creature adjacent to unworked earth or stone. If the 
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